
Branding is the creating of an experiential image that engages all the senses in order to create constantly recognisable 

experience of the assets and actions of an organisation at the top of the stakeholder’s mind. 

ASSAf stands for science excellence. This is probably most prominently demonstrated in the strength that resides in the

quality and diversity of its Membership drawn from the entire spectrum of the sciences. Internationally renowned

scholars elected by peers, ASSAf’sMembers give of their time voluntarily in the service of society.

The question is, how does one perceptually represent the concept of such a ‘brains trust’ applying scientific thinking in

the service of society?

The logo icon is a design element based on applied thinking and re-designing the basic structure of

the nautilus shell - an organic life form that has successfully thrived for millions of years.

Archetypically, the spiral represents a constant and dynamic process of renewal and growth. In the
ASSAf logo, the stylising spiral of orange dots reflect the compartments of the nautilus shell
representing the various field of scientific fields and the interdependent continuum that they form.

The nautilus shell spiral is a logarithmic spiral similar the golden mean or phi spiral, but with slightly

different proportions. The spiral of the chambered nautilus, as well as other logarithmic spirals can be

found throughout the human body and nature.

Each colour has been selected to reinforce the perceptual impact of the logo. Burnt orange

stimulates emotions and appetites. Orange is found in nature and represents the flow of transition

between seasons. Orange is also mentally stimulating, as well as sociable. It is used to get people

thinking and talking.

The compartments are held together by a strong dark blue base - that represents the scientific world.

Dark blue is a natural colour and is associated with intelligence, stability and unity.

The light blue drop shadow grounds the logo.

When added to the logo type – the Academy acronym and name - the elements of the icon combine to symbolise

ASSAf’s positioning statement “applying scientific thinking in the service of society”.

As essential as good conceptualisation and design are in establishing effective brand identification, branding extends

a lot further that the purely visual impact of icons and types. Psychological branding relies on continuous exposure of

stakeholders to a consistent look-and-feel or emotional experience. In order to achieve this it is essential that all and

every application of the logo or any of its constituent elements must comply with rigorous specifications designed to

ensure a repeatable experience that creates a comfortable and familiar response to the branding. This contributes to

the imprinting of implied excellence and values of the organisation among stakeholders.

ASSAf Brand - Science in the Service of Society

In an attempt to capture this, the ASSAf logo was designed to contain three core

elements - the logo icon, the logo type and the use of colour, each a vital element in the

brand, together making up the signature for ASSAf.


